
            David  A.S. Crofts 

            23 Brisbane Street, 
            BERWICK  VIC.  3806 

            Friday 30th May,  2003 

Dr  John Reilly 

Consultant Psychiatrist 
Director of Psychiatry 
Peninsula Health 

Dear Dr Reilly, 

I thought you might like to know just how mad I was when you first saw me. 

I seem to remember that the only thing that you had on me was when I was forced to admit 
applying “chisel solution” to the task of splitting four frozen porterhouse steaks.  I then 
compounded my situation by attempting to explain “chisel solution” to you in terms of “bupping” 
my family with IBM “cum in”, the hardest “cum in” of all.  I should have immediate responded 
with it’s your job to tell me why I’m here, like I eventually did.  You should understand that you 
would have got nothing if it were not for the violent application of medication at Dandenong 
Hospital and their correct belief that if I unscrewed it in Dandenong Hospital I would victory.  I 
stole “up” all night and most of the next day waiting for my confrontation with you, in extreme 
distress because of the medication, determined that you would not defeat me, but you won, 
because I was completely ****** “out” ( i.e. “not in” ), as was your intent, because you would not 
see me until 20 hours had passed.  Please note that you only made the legal deadline by 4 
hours and then had the hide to illegally certify me 4 hours early. 

All your Hospital does is “not in” your Patients on admission and then when they begin to 
recover from the admission experience they are discharged under medication in the mistaken 
belief that they will stay “not in”.  No one can exist for long painting the walls with their soul. 

I have to admit it’s better than the Larundel machine because they precede their “not in” ward 
with a “not up” ward to completely screw you.  Please note when I still had some Shell “cum in” 
left I managed to victory even that machine with inspired MyWumper but my Mother still didn’t 
like me so I wound up there again 4 weeks later and they wiped me out under certificate for a 
couple of years. 

I hope the enclosed document will clarify my state of mind.  Please note that Dr. Orchard has 
also received this document and never once chose to use my continuing belief in it as evidence 
of insanity.  In fact he once even used the word “poofter” semi-correctly in group therapy.  I 
suspect he viewed me as an example of the first ever Healthy Schizophrenic Mind. 

Yours sincerely 

David Crofts. 

P.S. Are you going to grant me the most microscopic cheezel yet; or are you going to 
continue in the fashion of the typical double chambered fat head pigs brain of the upper 
world and give me the arse again, which is of course the root of my problems. 



David A.S.Crofts  
 

23 Brisbane Street  
BERWICK  Victoria  3806  

 

Sunday, 24 th February, 2013  
 
Quality Control Officer  
 
A.H.P.R.A.  
G.P.O. Box 9958  
MELBOURNE  Victoria  3001  
   
 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
 
RE:  There exists some indicated modifications to hospital admission procedures. 
 
 

What little reserves of self-determination that a patient has upon admission should 
not be deliberately snuffed out through the mindless neglecting and intentional 
refusal to address the patient in any way until these above mentioned reserves have 
been completely extinguished to the extreme and irrecoverable detriment of the 
patient !!!! 
 

There exists a need for a medical professional to perform a responsible act of 
engagement with the patient immediately upon arrival inside any hospital and not to 
put the patients’ needs outside this medical professionals supposed obligations.   
 

This will then incorporate these all important reserves inside the hospital in question 
and also into whatever medical procedures the medical profession has in mind for 
this sad and sorry individual, both during this admission and in what follows in the 
rest of his supposedly cured life .......................... !!!! 
 

Clearly, there can be no dispute that the active preservation of these reserves needs 
to be the absolute top priority of all medical practices.  I now have an overwhelming 
need to state; I have a mighty strong feeling of disgust for the medical profession, as 
not only do they put this priority last, but their deliberate intention seems to be the 
deliberate destruction of these reserves as they seem to subscribe to the false belief 
that the patient is the enemy and must be defeated to such an extent that if he does 
have a small victory it will be a bigger one for the medical profession !!!! 
 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

David Crofts.  


